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This article is about 2008 playstation portable video games. For the game of the same name in arcade 2015 see Dissidia Final Fantasy NT. Dissidia Final FantasyNorth American box art featuring the protagonists from the first ten Final Fantasy gamesDeveloper(s)Square EnixPublisher(s)Square EnixDirector(i)Takeshi
ArakawaProducer(i)Yoshinori KitaseDesigner(i)Mitsunori TakahashiProgrammer(i))Ryuji IkedaArtist(i)Takayuki OdachiWriter(i)Daisuke WatanabeHarunori SakemiMotomu ToriyamaComposer(i)Takeharu IshimotoSeriesFinal FantasyPlatform(i)PlayStation PortableReleaseJP: 18 December, 2008na: 25. 3 September 2009[2]EU :
September 4, 2009[3]Universal TuningJP: November 1, 2009Genre(s)Action role-playing gameFighting gameMode(s)Single-player, two-player Dissidia Final Fantasy[a] is a fight sa action RPG element developed i published by Square Enix for Portable PlayStation during the campaign for the final fantasy series' 20. It was released in
Japan on 18 December 2008, in North America on 25 August 2009, in Australia on 3 September 2009 and in Europe on 4 September 2009. In Japan it was then re-released as an international version based on a North American port, like Dissidia Final Fantasy: Universal Tuning, on 1 November 2009. The game includes characters from
various Final Fantasy games and centers on the great conflict between the Cosmos, goddess of harmony, and Chaos, god of dissuad. Two have called on several warriors to fight for their side in their thirteenth war. During the story, the player oversees the ten warriors selected by the Cosmos, the protagonists from the first ten finals
fantasy games, on their way. The English and international versions of the game also give access to other features, such as arcade mode. Dissidia stems from kingdom hearts director Tetsuye Nomure's desire to create a spin-off for the franchise, but was then turned into a final fantasy series. In addition to character design, Nomura
worked with the staff of The Square with the desire to be attractive to Western players. Dissidia has been well received commercially and critically, with positive ratings and sales of more than 1.8 million. [4] The follow-up report titled Dissidia 012 Final Fantasy was released in March 2011 and features several new characters and acting
features. Gameplay A fight from Dissidia Final Fantasy featuring Zidane Tribal and Sephiroth. The Dissidia Final Fantasy genre has been described as a dramatic progressive operation and its graphics are in three dimensions. It has a wireless one-on-one multiplayer and struggles that revolve around the use of individual specific
character skills that does harm to opponents. Players can also adjust their characters with equipment. [5] Character movement is fully functional within a three-dimensional map of the field. Signs can perform specific maneuvers using by pressing the Triangle button. Traps with various adverse effects are available throughout the arena.
The character equipment can be customized, but exp and gil can be extracted from battles. [6] Like many battle games, the goal is to reduce your opponents to HP to zero. The offensive (and to a lesser extent defensive) power of the character is displayed in a numerical form called BRV or Points of Courage. Both characters start with a
certain amount of BRV, each reducing their health to 0 by attacking them with an HP attack. Players can steal the BRV from their opponent by attacking them with a basic BRV attack, adding it to their total and gaining the top page. Players can then use the HP attack to cause direct damage to the opponent; HP damage is equal to the
current amount of bravery player. However, when an HP attack is used, the own BRV character is reduced to 0 and then slowly recovers to the initial amount. A sign whose footbridge sum has been exhausted (past 0 BRV and in negative) is forced into Break mode where, in addition to being unable to cause HP and BRV damage (But it is
able to obtain a BRV), all attacks that have been made against them cause critical damage and the opponent gets all the BRV in the Bravery Pool (a number that can be seen at the bottom of the screen) that massively increase their footbridge amount. [6] One of the main features of the combat system is ex gauge, which can be filled in
various ways, such as applying damage to opponents, taking damage from opponents and getting EX cores scattered around the playing field. Once the EX Gauge is filled, the character can enter its EX Mode, significantly increase its power and allow new attacks, including EX Burst, an inevitable and highly offensive specific attack,
similar to the Mechanic Limit Break seen in many games in the series. A player on an attack charges an attack by following instructions on the screen, while a player on defense can reduce the amount of damage caused by constantly pressing the circle button. When an ex bursts, ex mode ends. [6] In gameplay mode, which is used
exclusively for Western editions, Arcade converts the game into a traditional battle game, removing all RPG elements and character abilities that are removed to the basics of balancing playing conditions. Within arcade mode there are three rails: Normal, Hard and Time Attack; To beat any tier arcade mode will reward the player with PP
(player points) and special objects that can be used in story mode. All characters, including the characters, are played in Arcade Mode; For example, Golbez, Sephiroth, Kuja and Jecht are available for use in this mode from the beginning, but they still need to be purchased through the PP catalog for use in other modes. [7] Plot Setting
and Characters The story revolves around two gods: Cosmos[b], goddess And chaos, god of division. The game brings together both protagonists and antagonists from the installments of the main series Final Fantasy, their stories told by the first Final Fantasy game Cid of the Lufaine. In addition to the gods and their champions, the
player also deals with crystal-like duplicates called Manikins. The game has an all-enlauing story that requires playing through all the characters to complete. The game contains two-and-a-half common gaming characters: ten heroes and ten characters, one of all presenting Final Fantasy through Final Fantasy X, and two secret
characters: the heroine who represents Final Fantasy XI, and the character who represents Final Fantasy XII. At first, only ten main characters can be played in all modes of play; Ten main players can be played in Arcade mode, but it still needs to be unlocked for access in all other modes of play. The way the stories of The Gods Cosmos
and Chaos were locked into an perennial conflict with World B, a mirror dimension in the extreme world of World A, where the first Final Fantasy takes place, which conjured several warriors from other worlds from the main series into battle in an endless cycle of death and resurgening until the balance is inflated in favor of Chaos. [8] As
the war appears to be coming to an end, the 10 Cosmos fighters together strike back at Chaos's floor and strike a balance. When she lost a lot of power in the previous cycle, the Cosmos gives her ten warriors – The Warrior of Light, Firion, Čemona Vitez, Cecil, Bartza, Terra, Oblak, Squalla, Zidana and Tidus – tasked with getting ten
crystals to help them overcome Chaos. [10] Each traveled on a trip called Odyssey of Destiny, where their stories are told and intertwined. [10] During the journey, heroes encounter their characters and defeat them with the help of epiphanys about themselves, which help them acquire their crystals. After the Odyssey of Destiny is the
Pulse of the Shadow, where all ten warriors have their crystals, but it comes too late to save the Cosmos, killed by Chaos. The heroes begin to fade, but they are saved by the power of the crystals, allowing them to use the time left to strike back against the greats and defeat chaos. [11] [12] Finally, The other Warriors lean on World A for
their world, Warrior of Light, the warrior of light is hoping for an adventure, setting up the original Final Fantasy, but Cosmos is reviving that government over World B.[13] The game has the other two pricice sa Dalja fame, on which Shanttoto i Gabranth preludes u igraca u two different areas in which to be catenip I have to be nazi. [14]
The second way of the story, Inward Chaos, serves as an alternate scenario in which Chaos was never defeated and the actor is led by an entity known as Shinry to defeat Chaos. [16] Development dissidia Final Fantasy At first, creative producer Tetsuya Nomura was seen as a reflection of Kingdom Hearts, Which features a disney
character transmitter, while square enix staff developed Kingdom Hearts II. [17] Nomura later felt uncomfortable when Disney characters fought each other and instead decided to use Final Fantasy characters, although the original idea eventually led to the development of Kingdom Hearts 358/2 Days, with the multiplayer mode of the
game inspired by Dissidia's play. [18] The play was made to commemorate the franchise's 20th anniversary, and despite being mastered by young employees, Nomura noticed that there was no pressure to help them create different areas of play. [19] The play was directed by Takeshi Arakawa, whom Nomura noted that his experience in
Square Enix's previous play, The World Ends With You, had a good impact in the play. [19] To have the desired fight mode, the team selected playstation portable. There were plans for online gaming, but because of the capabilities of the console they were unable to add such features. [20] The development of the game took three years,
as the combat system took two years and RPG mode one. [17] The decision to be the final heroes of fantasy was easy for the staff, except terre branford. While her play, Final Fantasy VI, has several characters who would fit the role of the main character, Terra was chosen at the end so she would be a female fighter in The Cosmos
page. For the bad ass, they decided to include warriors who had a strong rivalry with the heroes, rather than automatically choosing the ultimate game bosses. This led to the inclusion of non-final bosses such as Golbez Final Fantasy IV, Kuja final Fantasy IX and Final Fantasy X's Jecht, who have been linked with executives in their
games, Cecil Harvey, Zidane Tribal and Tidus. Shantotto of Final Fantasy XI was used based on its popularity, while Gabranth used it to present Final Fantasy XII in Balthier, as the latter was already featured in Final Fantasy Tactics: The War of the Lions and the Market wanted him included in the surprise gamers. Other characters to be
presented were Final Fantasy IV's Kain Highwind and Final Fantasy XIII's Lightning. [19] Nomura was responsible for the design of the characters, which changed many of the look and style of Yoshitaka Amano's illustrations. [21] Work in Final Fantasy and Final Fantasy IX designs did not bring any problems, as in the former game,
Nomura based his plans on Amano illustrations, while he was already involved in handling his illustrations in the latter. On the other hand, Nomura had a problem with Onion Knight making it, because it ended too much of a cartoon and demanded advice from Amman. [19] The original illustrations of Nomura were also retrained for
Dissidia; Nomura commented to Japanese gaming magazine Famitsu that was designed to look younger than it was in Final Fantasy X to match the design touch of the remaining Dissidia cast. In April 2007, Square Enix filed an application for registration of a United States trademark for Dissidia; The brand was isotopic. [24] The title was
associated with Final Fantasy when Square Enix introduced Dissidia Final Fantasy on 8 May 2007, with the official Japanese website. The Dissidia Final Fantasy Original Soundtrack by Takeharu Ishimoto was released on 24 December 2008,[25] and is available in both regular and special editions, much like the game itself. Most of the
tracks are often remixes made by Ishimoto from past Final Fantasy music, originally compiled by Nobuo Uematsu. [1] The main theme of the game is The Messenger of your favorite enemies. Cosmos and Chaos - the last Battle 1 is also performed by your favorite enemies. The Messenger is the main dark song of the game, with lyrics
from both Cosmos and Chaos - The Last Battle 1. In Cosmos, female vocals are available, while in Chaos male vocals dominate. In yfe's documentary on song making for Dissidio, lyricist-vocalist Alex Foster acknowledged that the lyrics had no direct connection to the themes of the game; instead, he let listeners interpret texts based on
their minds and ideas. [26] List of Disc 1No.TitleJapanese titleLength1. Dissidia (opening from Dissidia Final Fantasy) 5:342 p.m. Prelude (menu from Dissidia Final Fantasy)3:003. Dissidia (menu from Dissidia Final Fantasy) 1:244. Keeping the Peace (from Dissidia Final Fantasy)-e-eべ -2:265秩序. Cosmos (from Dissidia Final Fantasy)
6:096. Victory Fanfare (Cosmos from Dissidia Final Fantasy)-勝 e-1:137. Main theme (scheduled from Final Fantasy I)-e-e-1:298. Battle (scheduled from Final Fantasy I)-戦闘 -339:339. Jail (edited from final fantasy I)-e -e -2:2710. Main theme (scheduled from Final Fantasy II)-e-1:5611. Battle Theme 1 (scheduled from Final Fantasy II)-戦
闘 -13:4412. Battle Theme 2 (scheduled from Final Fantasy II)-戦闘 - 22:5313. Warriors of Light (from Dissidia Final Fantasy)-e-0:3514戦達 0:3514. Perched Wind (spread out from Final Fantasy III)-久 -2:2315. Battle 2 (scheduled from Final Fantasy III)- 023:0216. This is the last battle (scheduled from Final Fantasy III)-e- 1:5917死闘
1:5917. Combat preparations (from Dissidia Final Fantasy)-臨戦-1:4818. The main theme of the final fantasy IV (scheduled from Final Fantasy IV)-4.4019. Battle with four fiendi (scheduled from Final Fantasy IV)3:1220. Battle 2 (scheduled from Final Fantasy IV)-č 22:2621. Winning Fanfare from Dissidia Final Fantasy)-勝:2022. Four
Hearts (scheduled from Final Fantasy V)-4 -4 -1:5023. Battle of the Great Bridge (edit from Final Fantasy V)死闘ヂ2:2924. Battle 1 (scheduled from Final Fantasy V)- 11:1525. At Presentiment's Edge (from Dissidia Final Fantasy)--e惑 3:1226. Terra's Theme (arrangement from Final Fantasy VI)-e-1:0627. Decisive Battle (scheduled from
Final Fantasy VI)-決戦1:5728. Battle to die (edit from Final Fantasy VI)-死闘2:2929. Quickening (from Dissidia Final Fantasy)-胎 1:5930. The Troops'Advance (from Dissidia Final Fantasy)--e-2:34 Disk 2No.TitleJapanese titleLength1. The main theme of final fantasy VII (staggered from Final Fantasy VII)?? F.F.VII -e -212:212. Single-
winged angel (orchestra version from Final Fantasy VII)-翼 -4:263. Keep fighting! (edited from Final Fantasy VII)- you闘 074達3:074. Short Break (from Dissidia Final Fantasy)- 0:545息. Blue Fields (staggered from Final Fantasy VIII) 2:156. Don't Be Afraid (arrangement from Final Fantasy VIII) 2:557. The Extreme (original from Final
Fantasy VIII) 4:198. Defeat (Fanfare from Dissidia Final Fantasy)-敗 -e-0:519. Over the Hill (scheduled from Final Fantasy IX)-e-0丘 2:3710. Battle 1 (scheduled from Final Fantasy IX) 3:1511. Battle 2 (original from Final Fantasy IX) 3:5812. Mambo de Chocobo (original from Final Fantasy V)-e-1113. Movement in green (staggered from
Final Fantasy X)-萌 -2:1014. Otherworld (original from Final Fantasy X) 3:1415. Battle Theme (original from Final Fantasy X).. 0.2016. Victory Fanfare (original from Final Fantasy V)-勝 e-0:4417. Windursta Association (original from Final Fantasy XI) 2:5418. Battle in the Dungeon #2 (original from Final Fantasy XI) 1:3219. Theme of the
Empire (original from Final Fantasy XII)-e-3:5620. Boss Battle (original from Final Fantasy XII) 3:2521. Answer (from Dissidia Final Fantasy) 1:5322. Chaos (Last Battle 1 of Dissidia Final Fantasy) 5:4123. Final Fantasy 2:1324. Dissidia (end of Dissidia Final Fantasy) 8:4125. The Messenger (bonus track) 4:13 Release and Merchandise
For Western Localization, Square Enix's staff used an analysis of their subsidiaries in London and Los Angeles to make the end of the game for western audiences. [27] Director Takeshi Arakawa and producer Yoshinori Kitase announced that the release date for western world will be August 25, 2009 (starting in North America) and will
include a number of small changes, including changes in the game, new gaming events, arcade game mode, abbreviated New gestures for game characters and additional slices that include cameos from several other characters from the main characters of the original games that do not appear in the Japanese version. [28] Arakawa
referred the Western version as a game based on actions, like the original Japanese version, which was more rpg-based. [17] For the Dissidia Final Fantasy USA release, Gamestop released a game with two additional covers for everyone who booked it before it was released. On 24 August 2009 it was announced that there would be an
international version of the game. Named Dissidia Final Fantasy: Universal Tuning[d], this revision game would directly harbor the North American version of the game, retain any added additional features, and was released in Japan on 1 November 2009. Both English and Japanese voices are available in battle, with the player deciding
which language the characters will speak. [30] The SCEA later announced a Discsidia Final Fantasy PSP, which included the Mystic Silver psp system, a copy of Dissidia Final Fantasy, a 2GB memory stick and a copy of Final Fantasy VII: Advent Children. It was also released on August 25, 2009. [31] Studio BentStuff published Dissidia
Final Fantasy Ultimania α as the game's initial reference guide. Released on 4 December 2008, this book became part of the Ultimania series, which includes Kingdom Hearts Ultimania α.[32] Suntory Ltd. also collaborated with Square Enix to create Dissidia Final Fantasy Beverages Nation, released on 9 December 2008 in Japan to
promote the release of the game. Square Enix released in early 2009 a line of Trading Arts numbers with series 1 containing Cloud Strife, Squall Leonhart, Zidane Tribal, Tidus and Warrior of Light. [33] The second series was later released in Sephiroth, Terra, Bartz, Firion and Cecil. [34] Acceptance of TheAggregate
ScoreAggregatorScoreMetacritic79/100[35]Review ScorePublicationScore1Up.comA-[36]Eurogamer8/10[6]Famitsu36 of 40[37]Informer of the game6.5/10[38](Second opinion: Opinion 38](Second opinion: 3 6.5)[38]GameSpot8.5/10[39]GamesTM8/10[40]GameTrailers8.7/10[41]IGN8.9/10[42]X-Play[43] Sales Dissidia is sold well by
Takeshi Arakawa, i to, i no. [44] Since August 17, 2009, Dissidia Final Fantasy has sold 910,000 copies in Japan, making it the fourth best-selling PSP game in Japan. [45] In 2008, it was the 12th best-selling game in Japan, selling 660,262 copies. In the US, Dissidia debuted as the 7th best-selling software in August 2009 with 130,000
copies, despite only four days of availability. [48] The NPD Dissidia Final Fantasy list numbers as the best-selling PSP games of 2009. [49] Dissidia ratings were well received by the Japanese gaming magazine Famitsu with individual ratings of 9/9/10/8 and earned a place in its Best Picks of This Week platinum halls of fame. The battle
system of the game has been described as fast and exciting, with simple controls that can produce battles like those found in Final Fantasy VII: Advent Kids, although it has been stated that action can become difficult to follow when things become hectic and that some of the more technical aspects of the game can be difficult to
comctulating. The play was also praised for its story and cutscenes, with one reviewer noting that history is accurate. [37] The play also enjoyed positive reviews from American critics. 1UP.com and GameSpot praised the battle system and visual impressions, the latter commenting on the mix of RPG and action gameplay. The story
received mixed reactions, as GameSpot was tired of only fans of the franchise, while 1UP.com enjoyed references to previous games. [36] RandomNPC called the game one of the few games to be PSP. [50] Game Informer was critical, claiming that the story and the gameplay were too similar to past Final Fantasy titles and would turn off
new players. [38] At the best of E3 2009, Dissidia was awarded the Best Fighting Game award by IGN. [51] Dissidia also received awards from Famitsu and at the 2008 Japanese Games Awards. [54] After a positive reception of the Games in Japan, which exceeded Nomur's expectations, he already had several new ideas for succession
in mind and wanted to introduce Kaine in this game. [19] Yoshinori Kitase was fed up with the fight between Oblak and Sephiroth from Advent Children, which was popular enough for Japanese actors to remake the Crossover Dissidia Final Fantasy and expected western fans to emulate it too. [55] The following dissidia titled Dissidia 012
Final Fantasy was released in March 2011 for PlayStation Portable. Because Dissidia had a concrete ending, the team decided to make the story an introduction. [56] Tetsuya Nomura was fed up with the dissidia of the 012, although the series could continue in a different form, as the team already believed it had done enough with the
fighting genre. [57] The main story of Dissidia also served as the basis for the rhythmic game Theatrhythm Final Fantasy for Nintendo 3DS, which also uses several characters from the Final Fantasy series. In 2013, Ichiro Hazama said he and a large team planned to make a third title in Dissidia, but did not mention any potential platforms.
In February 2015 the Japan Amusement Expo (JAEPO) was presented a trailer gameplay for a teaser for a new game titled Dissidia Final Fantasy, which comes to arcades in Japan, later released for PlayStation 4 as Dissidia Final Fantasy NT. Unlike previous Dissidia titles, this game has a 3v3 fight, as well as adding new gaming
characters such as Y's shtola and Ramza Beoulve. [60] See also References Translation ^ Japanese: ユ 16. Sophia (July 15, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy Updated Hands-On. Gamespot. Archived from the original on 27 December 2012. Retrieved July 13, 2012. ↑ Khan, Jahanzeb (2009-07-08). Dissidia Final Fantasy confirmed for
Australia - Sony PSP Video Game News - PAL Gaming Network. PAL Gaming Network. Archived from the original of 2009-07-13. Retrieved 2010-06-22. ↑ Dissidia Final Fantasy (PSP). Amazon.co.uk 2009-07-16. Archived from the original on 2020-06-06. Retrieved 2009-08-10. ↑ H.始専E.E.1.2010. Square Enix. January 18, 2011.
Archived from the original on 9 March 2012. Retrieved 29 March 2016. ↑ IGN Staff (2007-05-09). Dissidia : Dissidia Battle System Revealed. IGN, News Corporation. Archived from the original on 2017-05-23. Retrieved 2007-05-16. ↑ a b c d Edwards, Matt (2 March 2009). PSP Dissidia: Final Fantasy Review. Eurogamer. Archived from
the original on 12 August 2012. Retrieved June 30, 2012. ↑ Dissidia Final Fantasy - Contestant Breakdown - Arcade Mode. rpgamer. Archived from the original of 2010-01-04. Retrieved 2010-06-22. ↑ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy (PlayStation Portable). Square Enix. Kots defeated me. God of division, Chaos...
His brutal powers have destroyed the balance of all things that threaten the very fabric of reality. ^ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy (PlayStation Portable). Square Enix. All existence is on the verge of retirement. Ten of you are left... And you are the last hope left in this world. I curse you. Gaining a light that can
never fade even in a broken world. Crystal light. Crystals embody the power to face despair. With 10 gathered, there's still hope to save the world. ^ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy (PlayStation Portable). Square Enix. The paths to our crystals can be different for each of us. But we have power in our rabbits. And if
we join that power, we won't have anything to fear. Cloud: I don't know. God, Chaos, lead your forces of disruption-- and they're headed straight for us. I'm ready for anything that comes my way. / Tidus: The stronger the enemy, the more fire I get! / Cosmos: Thank you all. ^ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy
(PlayStation Portable). Square Enix. But they said we killed the Cosmos... / Firion: I mean... should find out Why did Cosmos disappear... If we have to disappear too... We need to get some answers! We're not going to let them have it their way. ^ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy (PlayStation Portable). Square Enix.
Exdeath: The power of crystals allowed the peasant to live without its master. But so unchanging is the light that remains. That's going to fade soon, too. ^ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy (PlayStation Portable). Square Enix. Warrior of Light: The battle has ended... / Tidus: I have to go, huh... Don't worry about it.
The crystal knows the rest of the way. Besides, I'm always here./ Zidane: We're not disappearing. We're going back to where we're supposed to be. ^ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy (PlayStation Portable). Square Enix. Shantotto: Why, hello! And, oh... Goodbye! Here, scholars can continue to enjoy knowledge of
peace as a reward. This is not a place where plebeians like you should come in their own way! Oh, there's no need to get pouring. You say you're trapped, you don't know the way out? ^ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy (PlayStation Portable). Square Enix. Gabranth: Hmph. Just one more delusion, the koalas
playing the gods. it doesn't matter. Select the path you want to take. All roads lead to the same end. You keep fighting... And die like a dog. ^ Square Enix (August 25, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy (PlayStation Portable). Square Enix. Shinryu: The current chaos was destroyed, the power of divergences distorted the fabric of time and
space and created a new set of possibilities... This Chaos has never known defeat. On the darkest edge of despair, he waits, peri- per day, tormented by the flames of the a haven... Into the infinite emptiness of Chaos's heart, I, Shinry, will unleash my power. It's a fantasy that shouldn't exist... Addition... That's one with no end. ^ a b c Joe
Martin (May 5, 2009). Dissidia: Final Fantasy Interview. BitGamer. Archived from the original on 27 June 2012. Retrieved July 10, 2012. ↑ Dissidia Final Fantasy origined from Kingdom Hearts. Siliconera. June 30, 2009. Archived from the original on 13 October 2012. Retrieved July 10, 2012. ↑ a b c d e Dissidia Final Fantasy Ultimania (in
Japanese). Square-Enix. 2009. pp. 696-699. ISBN 978-4-7575-2488-0. ↑ Yoshinori Kitase on FFXIII, FFVII and Dissidia. VideoGamer.com May 8, 2009. Archived from the original on 29 October 2012. Retrieved July 1, 2012. ↑ KujaFFman (2007-05-09). Dissidia : Images et informations !. Final Fantasy World (in French). Archived from the
original of 2007-05-12. Retrieved 2007-05-09. ↑ GameSpot Staff (2007-05-12). Final Fantasy XIII, Dissidia rock Square Enix Party. Gamespot. cnet network. Archived from the original of 2011-11-28. Retrieved 2007-05-12. ↑ Gifford, Kevin (2008-06-18). New Fantasy: Dissidia Details. 1UP.com IGN Entertainment. Archived from the
original on 8 October 2012. Retrieved 18 April 2013. ↑ Dissidia Trademark - Latest information on the situation. United States Patent and Trademark Office. Trademark applications and registrations (TARR). 2009-03-03. Archived from the original on 2013-04-03. Retrieved 2009-03-03. ↑ DISSIDIA FINAL FANTASY Original Soundtrack -
you盤-. FinalFantasyUnion.com Square Enix. Archived from the original on 5 January 2013. Retrieved July 10, 2012. ↑ Your Favorite Enemies Episode 73: We Are Final Fantasy: Dissidia Part 4 of 8th myspace.com. February 4, 2009. Archived from the original of 2009-02-27. Retrieved 2009-02-04. ↑ Dissidia: Final Fantasy Interview.
BitGamer. May 5, 2009. Archived from the original on 30 November 2012. Retrieved July 10, 2012. ↑ New Characters In Western Dissidia, Amongst Other Additions - News. It's the last fantasy relationship. Archived from the original of 2010-12-17. Retrieved 2010-06-22. ↑ ForceStealer (2009-06-20). North America Dissidia Purchase
Incentives. Thelifestream.net. Archived from the original of 2010-06-28. Retrieved 2010-06-22. ↑ Dissidia: Final Fantasy Universal Tuning Turning Up In November (Update!). Siliconera. 2009-08-23. Archived from the original on 2014-10-25. Retrieved 2013-04-09. ↑ New Limited Edition DISSIDIA FINAL FANTASY PSP Entertainment
Pack. PlayStation.Blog. 2009-05-14. Archived from the original of 2009-05-17. Retrieved 2009-05-14. ^ 「デデアアナアァァジジ ア the アアα」判サ判サズで判サ1売2 bent.co.jp November 20, 2008. Archived from the original on 17 December 2008. ↑ Dissidia Final Fantasy Announced for Mid-Year 2009 Release in North America. Square
Enix. 2008-12-18. Archived from the original on 2013-01-26. Retrieved 2012-05-03. ↑ Jonathan Tubbs (2010-09-21). Dissidia Final Fantasy Trading Arts Volume 2 brings more characters of the past. TomoPop. Archived from the original of 2011-12-05. Retrieved 9 April 2013. ↑ Dissidia: Final Fantasy for PSP Reviews. Metacritic. CBS
Interactive. Archived from the original of 2010-08-23. Retrieved 2009-09-09. ↑ a b Barnholt, Ray (2009-08-19). Dissidia Final Fantasy Review for the PSP from 1UP.com. 1UP.com. Archived from the original of 2011-06-04. Retrieved 2009-08-19. ↑ a b Dissidia Famitsu Reviews. The Lifestream. 2008-12-10. Archived from the original on
2011-07-24. Retrieved 2010-06-22. ↑ a b c Joe Juba (2009-09-27). Dissidia Final Fantasy. The game's informant. Archived from the original of 2012-09-01. Retrieved 2013-04-09. ↑ VanOrd, Kevin (2009-08-20). Dissidia Final Fantasy Review for PSP. Gamespot. Archived from the original on 2020-09-15. Retrieved 2009-08-20. ↑ a b
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News Corp. Archived from the original on 2017-08-23. Retrieved 2009-08-15. ↑ Padilla, Raymond (2009-08-19). Dissidia Final Fantasy review. Xplay. Archived from the original of 2013-03-11. Retrieved 2009-08-25. ↑ Dissidia: Final Fantasy Interview. BitGamer. 2009-05-05. Archived from the original on 2012-11-30. Retrieved 2012-07-10.
↑ Results Briefing: Fiscal Yearended May 31, 2009 (PDF). Square Enix. 2009-05-19. Archived (PDF) from the original of 2015-09-12. Retrieved 2009-07-30. ↑ Sony PSP Japanese Ranking. Japan Game Charts. 2008-10-03. Archived from the original on 2012-11-05. Retrieved 2008-10-12. ↑ 2008 top 100. Kyoto.zaq.ne.jp. Archived from
the original of 2009-02-24. Retrieved 2009-01-21. ↑ NPD: US game industry slips 16% in August, PS3 sales nearly double. Gamespot. 2009-09-10. Archived from the original on 2011-12-31. Retrieved February 15, 2010. NPD: Behind the Numbers, January 2010. Gamasutra. Archived from the original on 19 February 2010. Retrieved 27
February 2010. ↑ Dissidia Final Fantasy – Staff Review « Archive « RandomNPC – Video game RPG Reviews, Editorials, and Features. Randomnpc.com. 2009-09-20. Archived from the original of 2009-09-25. Retrieved 2010-06-22. ↑ Best of E3 2009: PlayStation Portable. Ministry of Transport. Ign. Archived from the original of 2012-10-
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